Radiation-Induced Changes in Structural Network in Patients with Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma
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Abstract: Radiation therapy (RT) is the standard radical treatment for nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC), and has produced excellent effects in terms of survival rate [1, 2]. However, one of the serious complications gave rise by the RT is brain injury. Previous studies have found that RT could cause brain structural abnormalities on gray matter and white matter. Nevertheless, the RT effects on the network level should be further investigated. Herein, we explored changes on the structural network for patients with NPC induced by RT. The structural magnetic resonance data (sMRI) were used to investigate the structural network in 20 NPC patients after and before radiotherapy. After constructing the structural network, we examined the radiation-induced changes in topology properties of small world network using graph theoretical analysis. Our results found that both the before and after radiotherapy groups showed small world properties. Compared with the before radiotherapy (pre-RT) group, the after radiotherapy (post-RT) group had lower global and local efficiency, longer shortest path length, and less clustering coefficient. In addition, the hub regions in the post-RT group were significantly different from the pre-RT group. Our findings exhibited the architecture of network topology and information transfer efficiency became poor in post-RT group. We speculated radiation therapy might induce the differences. The results can provide a new perspective to explore and diagnose radiation-induced brain injury and evaluate the effect of radiotherapy.
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1. Introduction

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma is an endemic disease and rare in most regions of the world. However, it occurs much more frequently in Southeast Asia and China. In Southern China, NPC is one of the most common malignant tumors and the incidence of NPC is approximately 30–80 per 100,000 per year [3]. Because of the special lesion location, nasopharyngeal carcinoma is not suitable for surgical treatment and radiotherapy play a crucial part in NPC therapy. However, brain damage caused by radiation therapy is a serious complication, which has a serious impact on the prognosis and quality of life of the patients. Thus, it is necessary to understand the effect of radiation therapy on brain structure and find neuroimaging biomarkers to facilitate clinical diagnose, treatment, and prevention.

Previous studies have found that radiation therapy for NPC resulted in temporal lobe necrosis [4, 5]. It is believed that at least three different types of pathophysiological mechanisms are affected by irradiation: cerebral microbleeds (CMBs), white matter (WM) and gray matter (GM) lesions in NPC patients after RT [6-8]. Some studies also discovered gray matter (GM) necrosis, Chan et al. [6] found that GM lesions were detected in 88% of the involved temporal lobes, which always demonstrated thinning of the cortex with an irregular or blurred gray–white matter junction. Peterson, et al. [9] also found GM necrosis in years after the completion of RT. Radiation therapy caused abnormalities in the grey matter and white matter of the patients with NPC, which involves not only temporal lobe regions but also other normal brain regions [10]. The delayed effects of radiation damaged a range of structures, including the nervous system, bone, major vessels, mucus membranes, pituitary and salivary glands, as well as increasing the risk of radiation-induced neoplasms [11]. The cortical thickness altered in different period (eg, acute reaction period (few days to few weeks), early delayed radiation period (1–6...
months), and late delayed radiation period (6 months to few years)), and this alterations were dynamic [12]. In terms of functional connectivity, a prior study found that the RT might induce functional connectivity impairments in NPC patients, which resulted in the cognitive impairments, especially the attention alterations [13]. A recent DTI study found that fractional anisotropy (FA) values showed significant change in different period, these abnormalities were most severe within 6 months after radiotherapy, and different brain regions exhibited distinct rates of recovery thereafter [14]. Furthermore, the indices of DTI have significantly changed in the temporal WM [15, 16], as well as regions of normal-appearing WM beyond the target field. To date, for the small-world properties of brain structural networks in NPC patients, few studies focused on the difference between after radiotherapy group and before radiotherapy group. In the present study, we explored the differences of both networks, and evaluated the effect of radiotherapy on the architecture of network. Meanwhile, this study provided a new insight into the pathogenesis of radiation-induced structural damage in brain network.

The human brain was a huge, interconnected, complex network with extraordinary topological attribute. The characteristic for the architectures of such a network was an important topic in neuroscience, but also an important way to understand how the brain integrates and transfers the information. The definition of the structural connectivity of the human brain relied on the brain imaging techniques from different modalities, such as morphological connectivity (GM volume, GM density, the thickness of the cortex and so on) based on structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI), and white matter connectivity based on diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI). In this study, we used the morphological metric of gray matter volume based on sMRI to construct the brain structural network in 20 patients with NPC after radiotherapy (post-RT) who had received the radiotherapy and 20 patients with NPC before radiotherapy (pre-RT) who were newly diagnosed but not yet medically treated, and both the after and before radiotherapy groups came from the same patients. And then we adopted the graph theoretical approach to investigate the topological organization of the structural networks. The structural connectivity matrixes were constructed by computing the Pearson correlation coefficients between the gray matter volumes of every two brain regions. Finally, the post-RT group was compared with the pre-RT group with respect to the global and nodal network properties, the aberrant brain network topologies associated with RT were evaluated.

2. Results

After the construction of the structure network, we employed the graph theory to describe the topological properties of the network in two groups. In this paper, we mainly focused on the small-world attributes.

2.1. Small-World Properties of Gray Matter Network

In the sparse threshold range of 0.29-0.54 with 0.01 intervals, the clustering coefficients (κ) and absolute path lengths (λ) in both the pre-RT and post-RT groups were calculated. As expected, both networks demonstrated small-world architectures (Figure 1) as the both networks had higher clustering coefficient (κ>1) and absolute path length (λ≈1), and the sigma (σ) also above 1 (σ=γ/λ, σ>>1) over a wide range of sparsities (0.29<S<0.54) in comparison with the matched random networks. As the sparsity increased, γ and λ roughly decreased. In range of 0.29-0.40, the γ showing slight upward trend in pre-RT group, were smaller than that in post-RT group, but it was inverse in range of 0.41-0.54. The λ of both groups also decreased with the increase of sparseness, but the values of λ in pre-RT group were slightly larger than that in the post-RT group. The σ of both groups reduced with the increase of sparseness (0.35<S<0.54) and in most of threshold (0.29<S<0.45) the values of sigma in post-RT group were higher than that in pre-RT group.

The average shortest path length (L_p) and the average clustering coefficient (C_p) were shown in Figure 2. The values of L_p and C_p in both groups decreased with the increase of the sparsity ranging from 0.31 to 0.54. The L_p in the pre-RT group were shorter than that in the post-RT group. Compared to the post-RT group, the C_p of the pre-RT group were larger.

In the range of 0.29-0.54, the local efficiency (E_loc) and the global efficiency (E_glo) were calculated (Figure 3). As the sparse increased (0.31<S<0.54), the E_loc in both networks reduced. Specially, the E_loc in post-RT group were lower than that in pre-RT group. Instead, the global efficiency (E_glo) in both groups rose with the increase of sparsity and the global efficiency (E_glo) of post-RT were smaller compared to the pre-RT. As well known, the shorter the L_p of the network was, the higher the global efficiency. The greater the C_p was, the higher the local efficiency. Our results were consistent with the rules and demonstrated that with the intervention of radiotherapy, the network attributes of post-RT group revealed that the network topological structure got worse (decreased the global efficiency and the local efficiency).

2.2. Statistical Analysis

To compare the network metrics (L_p, C_p, γ, λ and σ ) between the post-RT and pre-RT groups, one-way analysis of variance (One-Way ANOVA) (p < 0.05, uncorrected) were performed for each metric across the preselected sparsity (0.29 ≤ S ≤ 0.54) with intervals of 0.01, as shown in figure 4. There were significant differences in the L_p, C_p and λ between the post-RT and pre-RT groups (p<0.05). There were no significant differences in γ between the groups (p=0.468). Significant between-group differences were also observed in σ (p=0.011).

2.3. Hub Regions of the Two Grey Matter Networks

To ascertain the distribution of hub regions in the two grey matter networks, we calculated the normalized nodal betweenness centrality (B_i) of each node. If B_i> mean+1.5SSD [17] (mean represented the average of the normalized nodal...
betweenness centrality, SD represented the standard deviation of the nodal betweenness centrality), the node i was considered as the hub node. In this study, when $B_i > 3.88$, the node i was defined the hub node in pre-RT group. When the $B_i > 3.07$, the node i was the hub node in post-RT group. Based on our results, some regions were identified as hub regions in the cortical networks of each of the two populations. The details of the hub regions in the two cortical networks were shown in Table 1 and Figure 5.

In our work, the identified hub regions of the pre-RT group involved the right Parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), the left superior occipital gyrus (SOG), the right postcentral gyrus (PoCG), the right supramarginal gyrus (SMG), the left caudate nucleus (CAU), the right middle temporal gyrus (MTG). The left middle orbital frontal gyrus (ORBmid), the right inferior opercular frontal gyrus (IFGoperc), the right hippocampal gyrus (HIP), the right lingual gyrus (LING), bilateral supramarginal gyrus (SMG), the left superior temporal gyrus (STG), the right temporal pole (TPOmid) were included in the post-RT group. The right supramarginal gyrus was the hub region in the both groups. We could find some hub nodes in the post-RT group became non-hub nodes in pre-RT group, and other non-hub nodes of post-RT group converted into the hub nodes of pre-RT group. Although a few nodes were the hub in both groups, the nodal betweenness centrality altered. We inferred that these changes might be triggered by radiation therapy.

2.4. Changes in the Correlation Coefficients

Fisher’s Z transformation was used to explore the between-group differences in the correlation coefficient. The significantly different correlation coefficients detected in pre-RT and post-RT groups (p<0.01) were shown in Figure 6. Regions that showed significant changes in the correlation coefficient between two groups primarily included the right inferior parietal (IPL), the right paracentral lobule (PCL), and the left paracentral lobule (PCL).

3. Discussion

Gray matter, which primarily consists of neuronal cell bodies, was a major component of the central nervous system and could directly reflect the cognitive function in the brain [18]. Covariation of gray matter volume might provide additional insight into the topographical organization of multiple cortical regions, previous studies adopted gray matter volume as an important measurement. Mechelli et al. [19] explored the covariation in the gray matter density between some regions of the brain to investigate brain symmetry, the researchers speculated that this covariation might be related with white matter fiber tracts (corpus callosum), and they suggested that covariation might be the result of mutually trophic influences or common experience related plasticity and the level of covariation might be disrupted in some patient populations. Montembeault et al. [20] analyzed the gray matter structure network in early stage of Alzheimer’s Disease and found that the topology architecture of the network altered. Zhu et al. [21] applied the gray matter volume network to examine the effect of age.

In this study, we constructed cortical networks of pre-RT and post-RT groups by calculating Pearson correlation coefficients between pairs of gray matter regions. And then, we mainly examined whether brain RT affected structural network properties in NPC patients. Finally, we applied graph theory to gray matter network estimates of 20 NPC patients before and after RT. The results of this study showed that the characteristics of the cortical network in the post-RT patients displayed poor topology. In particular, both the pre-RT and post-RT groups all exhibited small-world properties. However, the post-RT group showed slightly lower global and local efficiency than the pre-RT group, suggesting a disruption of the brain network and a shift towards regular networks. At the nodal level, our findings revealed that the hub nodal characteristics in the post-RT group significantly altered in several regions compared with pre-RT group, mainly included the left Middle orbital frontal gyrus (ORBmid), the right inferior opercular frontal gyrus (IFGoperc), the right hippocampal gyrus (HIP), the right Lingual gyrus (LING), the bilateral Supramarginal gyrus (SMG), the left Superior temporal gyrus (STG), and the right Temporal pole (TPOmid). Furthermore, these hub regions of the cortical network in post-RT patients provided additional structural evidence to support the opinion that brain RT affected structural network properties, and we speculated these regions might be associated with the cognitive impairment in post-RT patients with NPC. Our results provided unequivocal evidence of topological alterations in the brain networks, and contributed to understand some possible pathophysiological mechanisms underlying RT.

3.1. Small-World Properties of the Two Networks

Both the post-RT and the pre-RT groups displayed small-world topology properties in the structural networks (Figure 1). The small-world network proposed by Watts and Strogatz included the features of high clustering and short path length [22]. Our findings provided further evidence that this characteristic of brain architecture was robust to developmental aberration or disease. At the same time, the results revealed economical properties (Figure 2) in both groups, which suggested that the brain network tended to process information efficiently at a low cost.

Although both groups showed small-world topology, the global and local efficiency decreased in the post-RT group. Therefore, we inferred a disruption of the brain network and a shift towards regular networks. Previous evidence suggested that the speed of information propagation and the synchronizability across distant regions was stronger in small-world networks than in regular networks [23]. Thus, the abnormalities in the small-world network might reflect a less optimal network topology in post-RT patients with NPC. Significant between-groups differences were found in the global network properties ($I_p$, $C_p$, $\lambda$ and $\sigma$ except the $\gamma$, which suggested that the abnormalities in the small-world network was related to the disruptive integrity of the
whole-brain network rather than the specific brain regions.

Taken together, our findings demonstrated that the radiotherapy might cause alterations to the network topology in post-RT group.

Figure 1. Small-world properties of the structural cortical networks. The graphs show the absolute path lengths ($\gamma = C_p^{\text{real}}/C_p^{\text{rand}}$), clustering coefficients ($\lambda = L_p^{\text{real}}/L_p^{\text{rand}}$) and the sigma ($\sigma = \gamma/\lambda$) over a wide range of sparsity values (0.29<S<0.54). All the networks have small-world properties ($\gamma > 1$, $\lambda \approx 1$, or $\sigma > 1$). As the values of the sparsity thresholds increase, the $\gamma$ values decrease rapidly (0.35<S<0.54) and the $\lambda$ values change only slightly. A – The values of gamma in before and after radiotherapy. B – The values of lambda in before and after radiotherapy. C – The values of sigma in before and after radiotherapy.

Figure 2. Mean clustering coefficients and mean absolute path lengths of the cortical networks in the both groups. Mean clustering coefficient ($C_p$) and mean absolute path length ($L_p$) over a wide range of sparsity values (0.29<S<0.54). Left-picture: The red squares represent the mean clustering coefficient in the before radiotherapy (pre-RT) group. The blue circles represent the mean clustering coefficient in the after radiotherapy (post-RT) group. Right-picture: The red squares represent the mean absolute path length in the pre-RT group. The blue circles represent the mean absolute path length in the post-RT group. The mean clustering coefficient was greater for the pre-RT group and the mean absolute path length was shorter for the pre-RT group.

Figure 3. Local efficiency ($E_{loc}$) and global efficiency ($E_{glo}$) of the cortical networks in the both groups over a wide range of sparsity values (0.29<S<0.54). Left-picture: The red squares represent the local efficiency ($E_{loc}$) of the patients before RT. The blue circles represent the local efficiency ($E_{loc}$) of the patients after RT. Right picture: The red squares represent the global efficiency ($E_{glo}$) in the pre-RT group. The blue circles represent the global efficiency ($E_{glo}$) in the post-RT group. The local efficiency ($E_{loc}$) was greater for the pre-RT group and the global efficiency ($E_{glo}$) was higher for the pre-RT group.

Figure 4. The statistics analysis of the network attributes (One-Way ANOVA, p < 0.05). Red color: the patients before RT treatment. Blue color: the patients after RT treatment. The black star showed the difference between the two groups (p<0.05). A: There is significant difference between pre-RT and post-RT groups in sigma (p=0.011). B: there isn’t significant difference between pre-RT and post-RT groups in gamma (p=0.468). C: pre-RT and post-RT groups have a significant difference in lambda (p<0). D: C was significantly different between pre-RT and post-RT groups (p<0.05). E: L was significantly different between pre-RT and post-RT groups (p<0.05).

Figure 5. The location of hub regions in the pre-RT and post-RT groups. Top picture: The hub regions in pre-RT group. Bottom picture: The hub regions in post-RT group. Note: the size of the spheres indicate the degree of nodal betweenness centrality.

Figure 6. The significantly different correlation coefficient between the pre-RT and post-RT groups. The line indicates that the interregional connectivity between pairs of regions has significant between-group differences (p<0.01, FDR-corrected).

3.2. Hub Regions in Post-RT-Related Network

Hub node was a topological measure describing the
importance of a node for network organization [24]. To address the between-group difference, we considered the “betweenness centrality” of the nodes as a measurement of hub node in the networks. The nodal betweenness centrality estimates the influence of a node over information flow with the rest of the nodes in a network [25]. Using the measurement, we identified hub nodes in several brain regions in the both groups (Table 1), which indicated alterations in the activation of the regions. In particular, the hub regions in the pre-RT group were located in the right Parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), the left Superior occipital gyrus (SOG), the right Postcentral gyrus (PoCG), the left Supramarginal gyrus (SMG), the left Caudate nucleus (CAU), and the right Middle temporal gyrus (MTG). However, in the post-RT group, the hub regions mainly included the left Middle orbital frontal gyrus (ORBmid), the right inferior opercular frontal gyrus (IFGoperc), the right hippocampal gyrus (HIP), the right Lingual gyrus (LING), bilateral Supramarginal gyrus (SMG), the left Superior temporal gyrus (STG), and the right Temporal pole (TPOmid). Only the region of the right Supra Marginal gyrus (SMG) was the hub region in both groups, the rest of the hub regions were different between two groups.

Previous studies found that the radiation-induced functional impairments included the domains of short-term memory, language ability, list-generating fluency, attention, visual memory function, and motor abilities [26-28]. This study found that the hub regions were included the sensory-motor network, the visual network, the ventral attention network, the dorsal attention network, and the Emotional memory network [29-31].

The PHG, CAU, and HIP played important roles in the memory and emotional system [32-35]. In this study, the right PHG and the left CAU were the non-hub regions and the betweenness centrality of them decreased in post-RT group. The HIP was the hub node and the betweenness centrality of it increased in post-RT group. Those changed regions, located in the memory and emotional network, might related with the clinical manifestations of the memory of patients with NPC after radiotherapy. Studies showed that the radiation-induced functional impairments included the disorder of short-term memory [26], personality changes [36], a marked atrograde memory impairment for verbal material [37], and neuropsychological impairments in recent memory, immediate and delayed verbal recall and immediate visual recall [38].

The SOG and LING were the important areas in visual network [32-35]. The SOG was the hub node in post-RT group and the betweenness of it decreased compared with the pre-RT group. Those altered regions might reflect the impairments of visual function in post-RT patients, consisted with the clinical symptoms. The clinical study found that the patients with NPC who received radiotherapy had the disorder of visual [27], the impairment of higher-order visuospatial ability [38].

The MTG and STG located in ventral attention network [32-35], the MTG was the hub node in post-RT group, and the betweenness of the MTG decreased compared with the pre-RT. The STG was the hub node in post-RT group, and the betweenness increased. The variation of those nodes might result in the attention ability injured. The prior study found that the post-RT patients shown the impairment of attention [26], neuropsychological impairments in the areas of auditory attention/concentration and immediate visual recall [38].

The PoCG played an important role in sensor-motor network [32-35]. The betweenness of the PoCG reduced in post-RT might trigger the damage of motor abilities of post-RT patients, which consisted with the clinical symptoms. Accumulated research demonstrated that the disorder of motor ability [28], the swallowing impairment [39], Olfactory information processing deficits [40], and the impairment in bimanual dexterity [38] in post-RT group.

Compared with pre-RT group, the changed nodal betweenness centrality in post-RT group might reflect that the radiation field not only included lesion location, but also widely involved the normal brain regions, which warned us that the evaluation for radiotherapy effects should consider the damage to normal brain regions, not only the degree of killing the cancer cell. Meanwhile, it was important to control the radiation field, the precise scope of radiation could greatly reduce the damage to the normal brain regions. As well known, Radiation damage was inevitable, but it was an important topic for us in the future to how to balance the relationship between curative effect and damage.

### 3.3. Altered Correlation Coefficient in Pre-RT and Post-RT

#### Table 1. The hub regions in the two networks of the two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AAL areas</th>
<th>Betweenness centrality (Bi)</th>
<th>pre-RT</th>
<th>post-RT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parahippocampal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>4.6657</td>
<td>0.6065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior occipital gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>10.4312</td>
<td>0.4288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcentral gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>8.9150</td>
<td>0.7821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supramarginal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>6.9478</td>
<td>4.7518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudate nucleus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>5.3288</td>
<td>0.9502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>5.0989</td>
<td>2.674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle orbital frontal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0.3874</td>
<td>3.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior opercular frontal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.0124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.1710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
<td>5.5141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SupraMarginal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>6.9478</td>
<td>4.7518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SupraMarginal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal pole: middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>1.9618</td>
<td>3.9649</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abnormal correlation coefficients in two groups were shown in Figure 6. Compared with the pre-RT group, the post-RT patients were found to show a significant decrease in their correlation coefficient, mainly in the right Inferior parietal (IPL), the right Paracentral lobu (PCL), and the left Paracentral lobule (PCL). We also observed that the locations of these involved regions were distributed within attention and sensory-motor networks, might related with impairment of attention and motor [28]. Studies found that the anterior IPL showed significant connectivity with paracentral gyri, and supplementary motor area, consistent with a role in sensorimotor processing [41], and this conclusion might support our inference that the significantly decreased correlations between IPL and PCL severely effected on the...
topology of sensory-motor network, furtherly weakened the motor ability of patients with NPC after radiotherapy.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Participants

The total participants included 20 right-handed patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) (mean age 49.5 ± 10.5 years, age range 33-75 years) after radiotherapy who had received radiotherapy (RT) and before radiotherapy who newly diagnosed and without radiotherapy treatment. All the patients without disease of other system came from the same group, including 15 males and 5 females.

4.2. MRI Acquisition and Image Assessment

The MRI images of the whole brain were obtained by rapid acquisition of T1 weighted sequences with a high-resolution three-dimensional magnetic Spin echo using a Siemens 1.5 T MR scanner. Scan parameters: TR=750ms, TE=11ms, FOV=75×75cm², flip angle =150°, the matrix size =256 × 192, voxel size =1.0×1.0×1.0mm³, slice thickness 3mm, layer spacing 3.6, the continuous acquisition of 36 layers of images covering the whole brain.

Structural MRI images data (3D-T1) were preprocessed using the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) toolbox implemented in the Statistical Parametric Mapping software (SPM8). Firstly, the structural images were registered into the standard MNI space according to 12 radiation parameters. Secondly, the spatially normalized images were segmented into gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid using a priori tissue probability maps (TPM) provided by ICBM. Thirdly, the segmented gray images were smoothed with a smooth kernel of 8mm to remove the influence of noise and increase the validity of statistical tests of the posterior parameters.

4.3. Construction of Anatomical Connection Matrix

The key to the construction of the structural network was to define nodes and edges. In the present study, 90 brain regions of interest (ROIs) obtained from the AAL template were taken as nodes. Each ROI represented a node of the network. The edge was defined as the connection between two nodes. Then a 90 × 90 correlation matrix was constituted for each group by calculating the pearson correlation coefficients between the grey matter volumes of all pairs of ROIs. Therefore, a 90 × 90 correlation matrix was used to construct a structural connectivity network. The edge existed between i and j and set as 1, otherwise it did not exist and set as 0. Thus, the original coefficient matrix was turned into a binarized matrix. Moreover, if the same threshold was selected for the coefficient matrices of two groups, the nodes and edges might be different and the networks topology was also changed. Consequently, it was difficult to assess radiation treatment effect on the network topology attributes of different groups. Therefore, instead of selecting a single threshold, we employed a range of sparsity threshold from 0.29 to 0.54 with intervals of 0.01 to make sure that networks of two comparison groups had the same number of edges or wiring cost. Specifically, in this range, it could not only make the both networks fully connected, but also insure small-world properties of the networks. The sparsity S was defined as the ratio of total number of edges in a network to the maximum possible number of edges to make sure that networks from two comparison groups had the same number of edges or wiring cost, i.e., S=k/[n (n-1) /2] [25, 42].

4.4. Small-World Network Measurements

According to the graph theory, we calculated the topological properties and evaluated the structural connectivity organization with the graph theoretical network analysis (GRETNA) toolbox (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/gretna/) [43, 44]. In this study, we computed six global network properties (Cp, Lp, γ, λ, σ, and Eloc) and a regional nodal measurement (nodal betweenness centrality, b).

1) The clustering coefficient of a structural connectivity network is the average of the clustering coefficients (Cp) of all nodes:

\[
C_p = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i \in G} C_i
\]

Where C_i is the clustering coefficient of a node i (as shown in Equation 2), defined as the ratio between the number of existing connections among the neighbors of the node and the number of all possible connections in the subgraph Gi [45]:

\[
C_i = \frac{E_i}{K_i (K_i - 1) / 2}
\]

2) The mean shortest path length (Lp) of a network is the average of the shortest path lengths between all pairs of nodes:

\[
L_p = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i \in G} L_i
\]

Where Li is the mean shortest path length of a node i, which is defined as:

\[
L_i = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{j \in G,i \neq j} \min \{L_{ij}\}
\]

Where the min | L_{ij} | is the minimal absolute shortest path length between node i and node j (i.e., the smallest number of edges traversed to get from i to j).

3) The normalized clustering coefficient (γ) of the structural connectivity network is defined as:

\[
\gamma = \frac{C_p}{C_{\text{random}}}
\]
where $C_p$ indicates the mean clustering coefficient and $C_{random}$ represents the mean clustering coefficient of one hundred matched random networks that have the same numbers of nodes, edges, and degree distribution as the real network [22, 42].

4) The normalized characteristic path length ($\lambda$) is computed as follows.

$$\lambda = \frac{L_p}{L_{random}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $L_p$ denotes the shortest path length of the structural connectivity network, $L_{random}$ indicates the mean shortest path length of 100 matched random networks.

If the following criteria of a real network is met: $\gamma > 1$, $\lambda \approx 1$, or the small-world scalar $\sigma > 1$ ($\sigma = \gamma / \lambda$), the network could be considered as a small-world network. In other words, the small-world network has a higher clustering coefficient and a similar path length compared to a random network [22, 46, 47]

### 4.5. Efficiency of Small-World Networks

Generally, the global efficiency $E_{glo}$ and local efficiency $E_{loc}$ were used to evaluate the network efficiency.

1) The global efficiency $E_{glo}$ of a network is the inverse of the harmonic mean of the shortest path length between each pair of nodes [25, 42]:

$$E_{glo} = \frac{1}{N(N-1)} \sum_{i,j \in G, i \neq j} \frac{1}{\min \{L_{ij}\}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

2) The local efficiency $E_{loc}$ denotes the average of all the local efficiencies of the nodes in subgraph $G_i$:

$$E_{loc} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i \in G} E_{nodal}(i)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Where $E_{nodal}(i)$ is the nodal efficiency of a node $i$ calculated as the following:

$$E_{nodal}(i) = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{j \in G, j \neq i} \frac{1}{\min \{L_{jk}\}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The shortest path length and the global efficiency measure the global transport ability of the network. The shorter the length of the shortest path is, the higher the global network efficiency and the faster information transmission rate between nodes.

### 4.6. Hub Regions of the Both Networks

The regional nodal properties can be characterized by a number of key measurements, including the nodal degree $D_{eq}$, nodal efficiency $E_{nodal}$ and the nodal betweenness centrality $b_i$ [25, 42]. The $b_i$ described the central degree of a node in a network from the viewpoint of information flow and is defined as the fraction of all shortest paths in the network that pass through node i.

In this paper, the normalized betweenness centrality $B_i$ was used to describe hub nodes. Normalized betweenness centrality is defined as:

$$B_i = b_i / \langle B \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Where $b_i$ represents the betweenness centrality of the node $i$, and $\langle B \rangle$ indicates the average of the betweenness centrality of all nodes. When $B_i \geq \text{mean} + 1.5 \text{SD}$ [48], the node $i$ is regarded as the hub node (mean: the average of the normalized betweenness centrality and SD: the standard deviation of the normalized betweenness centrality).

### 4.7. Correlation Coefficient Analysis

In order to test whether the correlation coefficient of the networks were significantly different between the pre-RT and post-RT groups, Fisher’s z transformation was applied to convert the correlation coefficients to $z$ values which were approximately normally distributed [18]. A $z$ statistic was used to calculate the differences of $z$ values between two groups ($p<0.05$). A false discovery rate (FDR) test was performed ($p = 0.01$) [18].

### 5. Conclusion

Overall, we investigated the topology organization of brain structural networks in patients with NPC using sMRI (T1W) and graph theoretical approaches. Our results suggested that the post-RT patients with NPC and the pre-RT patients with NPC showed small-world properties, which provided further evidence for the presence of small-world characteristics in complex brain structural networks of the patients with NPC. Moreover, the decreased global and local efficiency and the altered nodal topology were detected in the post-RT patients, suggested that the radiotherapy could cause a serious impact on the topological properties of brain structural networks. The characters of structure network and node properties after RT could be considered as a factor to evaluate the effect of radiation therapy. Taken together, our results would provide novel insights into understanding the pathophysiology underlying radiation-induced changes. It was clear that this study we did could provide a new means for investigating brain injury induced by radiotherapy.
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